Regional sensitivity on failure probability (RS-FP) can quantify the effect of the input region of interest (IRoI) on the failure probability and provide useful information for reliability based design optimization. Traditional methods for estimating RS-FP require huge computational cost, especially for implicit performance function and rare failure event in engineering applications. In order to alleviate these issues, Adaptive Kriging (AK) model based methods involving AK model inserted Monte Carlo Simulation (AK-in-MCS) and AK model inserted Importance Sampling (AK-in-IS) are carried out for efficiently estimating the RS-FP. Furthermore, the RS-FP can be estimated by the conditional probability of IRoI on failure domain by employing the probability product principle. Based on this transformation, AK-in-MCS and AK-in-IS can be much conveniently organized for identifying the conditional probability just as a byproduct of estimating the failure probability. Since the original complicated estimation process has been alleviated by the concise transformation, and the AK model is efficiently trained to identify the failure samples from the sample pool generated by MCS or IS, the computational cost of estimating RS-FP is greatly reduced. At the same time, the detailed geometric interpretation for the ''contribution to failure probability (CFP) plot'' is discussed. Several examples containing numerical and engineering examples are introduced to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed methods. INDEX TERMS Regional sensitivity, failure probability, AK model, Monte Carlo simulation, importance sampling, probability product principle.
I. INTRODUCTION
Regional sensitivity (RS) analysis [1] , [2] recognizes the regional importance which is called the intra-importance of the input, i.e. the importance of the left tail, right tail or the center region, and tells the engineers the most efficient way to intensively reduce the uncertainty of the output, by subtly reducing that of the important region of the inputs.
Some researches have been done for the RS. Sinclair [3] proposed the ''contribution to the sample mean (CSM) plot,'' and Bolado et al. [4] further developed this measurement. CSM plot identifies the input region of interest (IRoI)
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contributing to the mean value of the output. Tarantola et al. [5] developed this RS to the variance of the output, i.e., ''contribution to sample variance (CSV) plot.'' Millwater et al. [6] presented a localized probabilistic sensitivity method to detect the critical region of an input probability density function (PDF). Li et al. [7] proposed two new regional importance measures (RIMs), i.e., ''contribution to variance of conditional mean (CVCM)'' and ''contribution to mean of conditional mean (CMCM)'', these two new RIMs are proved to provide more information and be more stable than the existing RIMs. Wei et al. [2] explored the moment-independent regional importance on the delta index proposed by Borgonovo [8] . Some regional importance measures based on revised PDF are also proposed by Wei et al. [9] , [10] . VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Sometimes the failure probability of the structure is more concerned, thus a regional sensitivity on failure probability (RS-FP) was proposed by Li and Lu [11] called ''contribution to failure probability (CFP) plot'', which represents the effect of IRoI on the failure probability. Li et al. [1] developed this indice to detect the contribution of specific regions of important inputs, which contains aleatory and epistemic uncertain variables. Rohmer and Verdel [12] estimated the CFP plot in paper [11] by a graphical exploration tool, which is also be applicable for cases with mixed uncertainty variables containing random and imprecise inputs.
Implicit performance function and rare failure event are common in engineering cases. The Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) method, in which a large number of samples are required for the convergent failure probability, is less suitable for practical applications. Variance reduced sampling methods, such as importance sampling (IS) [13] and adaptive radial-based importance sampling (ARBIS) method [14] , [15] , greatly improve the computational efficiency compared to MCS method. However, the improved sampling method for estimating the CFP plot includes a complicated transformation as the failure probability of a parallel system with multiple failure modes before the sampling method is possessed [11] . Thus a more convenient form is urgent for quickly assessing the CFP plot. Additionally, the required size of the samples in improved sampling based method is still too large to be suitable for the engineering application. Surrogate model [16] - [18] can be an alternative way for drastically reducing the computational cost. For effectively and efficiently estimating the CFP plot, a concise and easily estimated form by appling the probability product principle combined with the adaptive Kriging (AK) model is proposed in this paper.
The proposed method is proceeded as follows: Firstly and most importantly, the CFP plot is transformed as a concise and easily estimated form by using the probability product principle, in which only the conditional probability of the IRoI on the failure domain is required. Thus, after the failure probability is convergent and the failure samples are identified as the byproduct, the concerned conditional probability of the IRoI on the failure domain can be directly obtained without extra computational cost. Secondly, the AK model inserted MCS (AK-in-MCS) is employed to estimate the failure probability and the conditional probability of the IRoI on the failure domain. Since the AK model can be trained and updated with less number of samples to be convergent in the same sample pool of the direct MCS, the precision of the estimation for failure probability by AK-in-MCS is same as that of the direct MCS while the estimating efficiency of the former is higher than that of the latter. Thirdly, AK model inserted IS (AK-in-IS) method is elaborately established for estimating the conditional probability of the IRoI on the failure domain, which is transformed from the CFP plot. In the established AK-in-IS method, samples generated by IS are used to construct the convergent AK model and then identify the failure samples following the importance sampling distribution. Then by using the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm, the failure samples following the importance sampling distribution are transformed without extra evaluation of the performance function to the ones following the original distribution, on which the concerned conditional probability of the IRoI on the failure domain can be directly estimated. The CFP plot can be obtained more efficiently by the AK-in-IS than by AK-in MCS due to the smaller sample pool size of the former than that of the latter, which resulted from the more variance reduction of the IS than MCS.
The next sections are summarized as follows. Section II gives the definition and the geometric explanation of the CFP plot, and then the concise and easily estimated form transformed by probability product principle is presented. Section III presents the AK-in-MCS method for estimating the CFP plot. The AK-in-IS method is established in section IV for estimating the CFP plot. Several examples are presented in section V to illustrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed methods. Section VI gives the conclusions.
II. REWIEW ON THE CFP PLOT AND ITS TRANSFORMATION BY PROBABILITY PRODUCT PRINCIPLE A. DEFINITION OF THE CFP PLOT AND MCS SOLUTION
For performance function Y = g(X), where X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ) is the n-dimensional independent random input vector, and f X i (x i ) is the PDF of X i . Then the joint PDF f X (x) can be expressed by f X (x) = n i=1 f X i (x i ). Denote F = {x|g(x) ≤ 0} as failure domain and P{F} as failure probability, the CFP plot of X i is defined as (1) [11] :
is the inverse CDF of X i at the quantile q ∈ [0, 1]. The estimation of CFP X i (q) is the multivariate integral on the whole region of the inputs except X i on −∞, F −1 i (q) . The CFP plot measures the effect of the IRoI on the failure probability. From the definition of the CFP plot, it is known that the following properties hold:
For a point q, CFP X i (q) on the CFP plot, the vertical distance of the point q, CFP X i (q) to the line CFP X i = 0 , i.e., the longitudinal coordinate of the point q, CFP X i (q) , represents the ratio of the joint probability P A X i (0, q) ∩ F of the failure event F = {x|g(x) ≤ 0} and the event
where
The vertical distance of the point q, CFP X i (q) to the line CFP X i =1, i.e., 1 − CFP X i (q), represents the ratio of the joint probability P A X i (q, 1) ∩ F of the failure
It can be known that CFP X i (q) and 1 − CFP X i (q) respectively reflect the contribution ratios of
Obviously, the following relations hold,
If the ratio of CFP X i (q) to 1 − CFP X i (q) equals to the ratio of q to 1 − q, the CFP plot is the diagonal (the curve x) in FIGURE 1, which means the contribution by X i to the failure probability is even in its whole value region. If the ratio of CFP X i (q) to 1 − CFP X i (q) is bigger than the ratio of q to 1 − q, the CFP plot is over the diagonal (the curve y) in FIGURE 1, which means the contribution to the failure probability by X i in the value region
+∞ . If the ratio of CFP X i (q) to 1 − CFP X i (q) is smaller than the ratio of q to 1 − q, the CFP plot is below the diagonal (the curve z) in FIGURE 1, which means the contribution to the failure probability by X i in the value region
+∞ . Based on the definition of CFP plot, the direct MCS estimation for CFP plot is presented as follows [11] : (1) Generate a N -size sample pool S={x (1) , x (2) , . . . ,
(3) Sort the sample {x (1) , x (2) , . . . , x (j) , . . . , x (N ) } by ascending order as {x (1) , x (2) , . . . , x (j) , . . . , x (N ) } according to the i-th input X i , and obtain the indicator function set I F x (1) , I F x (2) , . . . , I F x (j) , . . . , I F x (N ) ; (4) The CFP plot at quantile q for the input variable X i is estimated by (6) .
where [qN ] means taking the integer of qN .
B. A CONCISE AND EASILY ESTIMATED FORM OF THE CFP PLOT TRANSFORMED BY PROBABILITY PRINCIPLE
The probability product principle [19] , [20] is widely used. For two independent events denoted as A and B respectively, the probability product principle is represented as
Then, the definition of CFP can be expressed as following (7) by the probability product principle [19] , [20] .
Comparing with the definition of CFP plot shown in (1), the expression of the CFP plot in (7) is more concise and easily to be estimated. As can be seen in (7) , only the condi-
is required, which can be easily estimated by the sampling based methods such as MCS and IS method. In the following sections, MCS and IS are organized to estimate the CFP plot shown in (7) .
III. MCS METHOD FOR ESTIMATING THE CFP PLOT A. DIRECT MCS METHOD FOR CFP PLOT
The key of the sampling based method for estimating the CFP plot shown in (7) is identifying the size of the conditional samples falling in the region
When the direct MCS is used to screen the failure sample set from the whole sample pool of the inputs, the detail steps for estimating the CFP plot are listed as follows:
(
, then the estimated failure probability P{F} by the sample mean is shown in (8) . i (q) with a given quantile q, then the CFP plot of X i corresponding to the given q can be calculated by (9) .
It should be noted that the PDF of the N F samples is
By the probability product principle transformation, the CFP plot can be easily estimated by (9) . However, the computational cost of (9) is still unaffordable for engineering application due to the time-consuming evaluation of the performance function for the whole population when estimating the failure probability. The surrogate-based method can be an alternative way to estimate the failure probability with much fewer calls to the performance function and thus highly improves the computational efficiency [22] . The elaborately established AK-in-MCS method is presented in the next subsection.
B. AK-in-MCS METHOD FOR CFP PLOT
The AK model is proved to be efficient for estimating the failure probability [21] , [22] . In this paper, the failure samples are identified by the AK model instead of the actual performance function. The AK model is constructed and updated in the sample pool drawn from the joint PDF of input variables. After the AK model is convergent, the failure samples can be accurately identified and the precision can be guaranteed by the convergent criterion. The detail steps of the AK-in-MCS method for the CFP plot are shown as follows, and the flow chart for this proposed method is given in FIGURE 2.
(1) Generate a N -size sample pool S f ={x
f } according to the joint PDF f X (x) by MCS, then the sample pool S f is constructed;
(2) Construct and update the AK model in S f to identify the failure samples;
The convergence of the AK model is measured by the minimum of the U learning function [22] shown in (10), which is most common in use.
f ) are the prediction mean and standard deviation of the AK model respectively.
If min
f )) ≥ 2, the probability of misjudging the sign of g(x) by g K (x) is lower than 3%, then stop updating the AK model g K (x) and execute step (3). Otherwise, execute next step. (11) is added into the training set T for refining AK model.
Evaluate g(x 
IV. IS METHOD FOR ESTIMATING THE CFP PLOT
Another efficient method named as AK-in-IS is presented in this section for estimating CFP plot, in which the direct IS method is firstly organized to estimate the CFP plot, and then AK model inserted into IS is elaborately established.
A. DIRECT IS METHOD FOR CFP PLOT
The IS is a more efficient sampling method compared to the MCS due to the variance reduced strategy [13] . In the IS, the IS PDF denoted by h X (x) should be constructed first. The optimal IS PDF denoted by h * X (x) is shown in (12):
Actually, the optimal IS PDF h * X (x) cannot be obtained due to the unknown of the failure probability in advance and the implicit performance function of the structure model. The most common IS PDF is constructed by shifting the sampling center of f X (x) to the maximum probability point (MPP) in the failure domain. There exist several methods to search the MPP [23] , [24] , on which the failure probability can be estimated by the (13) .
where E h [·] is the expectation operator with respect to h X (x). According to (13) , the failure probability can be estimated by the sample mean value with a M -size IS sample pool (x (k) h (k = 1, 2, . . . , M )), as shown in (14) .P
Assuming that M F failure samples, denoted as x F(j) h (j = 1, 2, . . . , M F ), are obtained when the failure probability estimationP{F} is convergent, these samples cannot be used directly for estimating CFP plot because the PDF of M F failure samples searched from the M IS samples Comparing with the direct MCS for CFP plot, the direct IS for CFP plot is more efficient since the IS PDF possesses higher sampling efficiency. But the computational cost of the direct IS is still unaffordable for the engineering application with implicit expensive performance function. For further improving the efficiency of the direct IS to estimate CFP plot, the AK model is inserted into the IS (shorten as AK-in-IS) for recognizing the failure samples in the IS sample pool in the next subsection. 
B. AK-in-IS METHOD FOR CFP PLOT
The main idea of the AK-in-IS method for the CFP plot is analogous to that of the AK-in-MCS method, where the AK model is constructed and refined iteratively to replace the actual performance function for efficient recognition of the failure samples. The detailed steps of the AK-in-IS are described as follows, and the flow chart of the AK-in-IS for the CFP plot is shown in FIGURE 3.
(1) Construct the IS PDF h X (x) by the existing method such as advanced first order and second moment; 
The convergence of the AK model is checked by the threshold of the U learning function U (x 
Comparing with the direct IS, the AK-in-IS is more efficient since the AK model is used to replace the actual performance function for recognition of the failure samples in S h , where the required number of the training samples for obtaining convergent AK model is greatly smaller than the size of the IS sample pool. Therefore, the AK-in-IS can keep the same precision as the direct IS while the computational cost is drastically reduced. Compared with the AK-in-MCS, the advantage of the AK-in-IS is reflected by that the size of the IS sample pool is smaller than that of the MCS one. The troublesome work of the IS based methods including the direct IS and the AK-in-IS is that the failure samples FIGURE 4 shows a roof truss structure [11] . The top boom and the compression bars are reinforced concrete. The bottom boom and the tension bars are steel. The uniformly distributed load Q is applied on the roof truss, which can be transformed into the nodal load P = Ql/4. The perpendicular deflection C of the node C is the function of the input variables, it can be obtained by the mechanical analysis as follows,
where A C and A S respectively denote the sectional area of concrete and steel bars, E C andE S are the elastic modulus of concrete and steel bars, l is the length of the bars. When the failure threshold is set to be 0.03, the limit state function is established as follows:
Assume all the input variables are normal distributed and independent with each other, the distribution parameters are shown in TABLE 1. The results are compared with those in [11] by MCS method and ARBIS method. The CFP plots resulting from five methods are shown in FIGURE 5, in which the MCS and ARBIS are from paper [11] for the validation of the proposed method. FIGURE 5 indicates the plots resulting from AK-MCS and AK-IS have a good agreement with that resulting from MCS, IS and ARBIS.
As discussed in Section II-A, the relative position between CFP plots and the diagonal depends on the comparison between CFP X i (q) 1−CFP X i (q) and q 1−q . The curves of CFP l (q), CFP E c (q) are close to the diagonal, which indicates 
, +∞ , due to the value CFP As (q) 1−CFP As (q) VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. The CFP plots for roof truss [11] .
is bigger than q 1−q in the whole value region of A s , as explained in Section II-A. It can be observed from CFP A s (q) that the right 10% value region, i.e., A A s (0.9, 1) = A s A s ∈ F −1 A s (0.9) , +∞ , has almost no contribution on the failure probability, and the left 10% value region, i.e., A A s (0, 0.1) = A s A s ∈ −∞, F −1 A s (0.1) contributes more than 40% on the failure probability.
The curves of CFP Q (q) is below the diagonal, which means that the contributions to
is always smaller than q 1−q in the whole value region of Q. It is also shown that the left 40% value region, i.e., A Q (0, 0.4) = Q Q ∈ −∞, F −1 Q (0.4) , has almost no contribution on the failure probability, and the right 10%, i.e., A Q (0.9, 1) = Q Q ∈ F −1 Q (0.9) , +∞ contributes almost 70% on the failure probability. TABLE 2 lists the computational cost of estimating the CFP plots by MCS, IS, ARBIS, AK-in-MCS and AK-in-IS method. The AK-in-MCS method reaches 99.94%, 98.48%, 98.92% reduction on the model runs, and the AK-in-IS 
B. FATIGUE-CREEP FAILURE STRUCTURE
Turbine engines of aircrafts are subjected to severe thermal and mechanical loads during the process of operation. Failure may occur due to the contribution of the interaction of fatigue and creep. Research on the fatigue-creep damage of the structure in the turbine engine can be carried out as follows:
The stress contour can be obtained by finite element analysis software such as ANSYS, and then the number of cycles to fatigue failure and the creep rupture time can be estimated by S − N curve and Larson-Miller Equation respectively. The creep damage and fatigue damage are evaluated by (18) and (19) [28] as follows:
where T ic and t i are the creep rupture time and the hold time at the i-th stress level respectively, n c is the number of each stress level; and N jf and n j are the number of cycles to fatigue failure and that of applied cycles at the j-th stress respectively, n f is the number of each stress level for the fatigue load.
A nonlinear creep-failure criterion is introduced [28] based on experimental data considering interaction of creep and fatigue damage accumulation, and the nonlinear model is established as follows:
where are studied in this example, the results of which are illustrated in FIGURE 7. For the least squares problem in the regression terms of AK model to be determined, the size of initial training sample set, denoted as N s , should meet the following condition: N s > 0, for constant regression trend N s > n, for linear regression trend N s > (n + 1) (n + 2) 2 , for quadraticregression trend (21) where n is the dimensionality of the input variables. As is shown in FIGURE 7, the model runs and computational time (the computational time in Compared to AK-in-MCS, the AK-in-IS significantly reduces the computational time due to the size of MCS sample pool is 50000, which is more than six times larger than that of the IS sample pool, i.e., 8000. The smaller size of sample pool drastically reduces the computational time of predicting the function values of inputs in the IS sample pool. The AK model can be established faster and thus more efficiently. FIGURE 9 shows a stiffener rib [29] on the leading edge of a civil aircraft, the simplified structure with the detailed size parameters is shown in FIGURE 10 . There are six circular holes in the stiffener rib, the maximum of which is used to fix the engine which generates the moment for the retractable slots. The hole at the top is for pipelines and cables interpenetration. The rest four holes are used to support the slideway. The stiffener rib is made of aluminum alloy 7050-T7451, with elastic modulus E = 100GPa, Poisson's ratio v = 0.3. The thickness of web is 5 mm. Force analysis in the stiffener rib shown in FIGURE 11 includes the concentrated load acting on the web and the aerodynamic load with 5000Pa pressure on edge strips.
C. THE STIFFENER RIB ON THE LEADING EDGE OF A CIVIL AIRCRAFT
The detail steps of finite element analysis of the stiffener rib based on the mean value of variables and are as follows, and the process of the finite element analysis are shown in FIGURE 12.
(1) Establish the finite element model of the stiffener rib by the finite element analysis software ANSYS;
(2) Mesh the finite element model and applying constraints, aerodynamic loads and concentrated loads on the model;
(3) Obtain the displacement of the model. The performance function is constructed with the maximum longitudinal displacement of the structure not exceeding 0.065 mm. Assumed that all the basic parameters are normally distributed, the distribution parameters of the input variables are listed in TABLE 4.
The vertical displacement of the planar ten bar structure analyzed by ANSYS, illustrated in FIGURE 12(d). FIGURE 13 shows the CFP plots resulting from five methods. The results seen from FIGURE 13 show a good agreement.
TABLE 5 lists the comparison of efficiency between the proposed methods and existing methods, in which the model runs of AK-in-MCS and AK-in-IS are estimated by their regression trends (both are constant regression trends in this example) and initial training sample sets (both are trained by 10 initial samples randomly selected from the MCS sample pool and IS sample pool respectively in this example) producing the highest efficiency. The AK-in-MCS and AK-in-IS both show significant reduction on the model runs with 56 and 76 respectively.
The computational time of constructing the convergent AK model account for the majority of that of estimating the CFP plots, which can be divided into two parts: the computational time calling to the expensive performance function (t 1 ) and that searching for the new training sample from the sample pool to update the AK model (t 2 ). the AK model are proportional to the sizes of sample pool, the efficiency of AK-in-IS is improved despite the similar computational time of model runs.
Although AK-in-IS has been proved to be the most efficient method among the five methods, a process of estimating the MPP must be proceeded first to generate the IS sample pool. After the failure probability obtained, the failure samples following the failure conditional IS PDF h X (x|F) should be transformed into the ones following failure conditional PDF f X (x|F). Both of these two processes require a little computational time. While AK-in-MCS is established from the MCS sample pool easy to generate, the failure samples obtained from the MCS sample pool can be used to estimate the CFP plot directly and does not need any transformation.
VI. CONCLUSION
The CFP plot was proposed to measure the importance of the IROI on the failure probability, and it can provide information on how and how much the IROI affects the failure probability. A detailed geometric interpretation for the CFP plots is presented in this work.
A concise transformation combined with AK model is proposed in this work for efficiently estimating the CFP plot. By using the probability product principle, the CFP plot is firstly transformed into a concise form to be easily estimated. Then surrogate-based strategies by AK model inserted to the MCS and IS respectively are proposed, which are practicable for engineering application with implicit time-consuming performance function and rare failure event, as illustrated in the examples. The proposed methods reach more than 95% reduction on the computational costs while keeping the same precision, compared with the existing methods. The model runs of the proposed AK-in-IS are nearly the same with that of AK-in-MCS, but the difference on the computational time searching for the new training sample for updating the AK model, which is proportional to the size of the sample pool, results in a higher efficiency of AK-in-IS than that of AK-in-MCS.
The estimation for the CFP plot with small value, e.g., 10 −4 , is not that precise by the proposed methods, due to the small number of failure samples on the IROI. These CFP plots have little contribution to failure probability and thus are neglected generally in engineering application. Some sampling based methods producing more variance reduction may be utilized to construct the AK model for further reduce the computational time.
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